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Abstract
The Survey of Autobiographical Memory (SAM) was designed as an easy-to-administer measure of self-perceived autobiographical memory (AM) recollection capacity. We provide a comprehensive psychometric evaluation of the SAM in younger and
older adults. First, we evaluated the reliability of the SAM as a measure of self-perceived recollective capacity. Next, we tested
whether the SAM was a valid measure of episodic and autobiographical memory performance, as assessed with widely used
performance-based measures. Finally, we investigated associations between the SAM, cognitive measures and self-reported
assessments of psychological functioning. The SAM demonstrated reliability as a self-report measure of perceived recollective
capacity. High internal consistency was observed across subscales, with the exception of SAM-semantic. Evidence for independence among the subscales was mixed: SAM-episodic and SAM-semantic items showed poor correspondence with respective
subscales. Good correspondence was observed between the future and spatial items and their SAM subscales. The SAM showed
limited associations with AM performance as measured by the Autobiographical Interview (AI), yet was broadly associated with
self-reported AI event vividness. SAM scores were weakly associated with performance-based memory measures and were ageinvariant, inconsistent with known age effects on declarative memory. Converging evidence indicated that SAM-episodic and
SAM-semantic subscales are not independent and should not be interpreted as specific measures of episodic or semantic memory.
The SAM was robustly associated with self-efficacy, suggesting an association with confidence in domain general self-report
abilities. We urge caution in the use and interpretation of the SAM as a measure of AM, pending revision and further psychometric validation.
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Introduction
Autobiographical memory (AM), our repository of personal
past experiences, is integral to everyday human function.
There are competing theories about the organization of AM
(Conway & Pleydell-Pearce, 2000, Conway et al., 2016;
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Hassabis & Maguire, 2007; Rubin & Umanath, 2015), but
there is general agreement that AM encompasses many of
the same dimensions of recollective experience that comprise
declarative memory, namely episodic, semantic, and spatial
memory, as well as future-oriented thinking. Briefly, episodic
memory refers to the “what, where, and when” of past experience (Tulving, 1972; Tulving, 2002; Hassabis & Maguire,
2007); semantic memory consists of generalized knowledge
about the world and oneself (Tulving, 1972; Renoult et al.,
2012); spatial memory includes the ability to retain cognitive
maps, navigate through remembered scenes, and recall relationships among objects, all of which are predicated on memory for one’s spatial orientation in a given environment
(Barnes, 1988; Healy & Joset-Alves, 2009; Jeffery, 2016);
and future thinking, or prospection, involves using imagination to mentally project oneself into the future (see Schacter
et al., 2017 for a review). While each domain has unique
features, their interdependence is evidenced by shared neural
resources within the default network (Addis et al., 2007;
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Buckner & Carroll, 2007; Spreng et al., 2009). Together, these
functions subserve AM and lay the foundation for how we
think about ourselves, bond with others, and solve problems
in day-to-day life (e.g., Bluck & Alea, 2002). Self-perceptions
of episodic memory, often in the form of subjective memory
complaints, have been linked to a higher risk of developing
dementia (e.g., Mitchell et al., 2014). Self-perceptions of AM
abilities may offer additional unique insight into the experience of remembering as a marker of cognitive health.
The survey of autobiographical memory (SAM) is an easyto-administer self-report measure of AM abilities (Palombo
et al., 2013). Participants are instructed to think about their
memory abilities in general and provide appraisals for abilities
spanning specific events, factual knowledge, routes and landmarks, and imagined future events. The original questionnaire
consisted of 102 questions based on established instruments
on the phenomenology of AM (e.g., the Memory Experiences
Questionnaire, Sutin & Robins, 2007) and literature on naturalistic memory. Palombo and colleagues created the 26-item
SAM by using multivariate methods to reduce survey responses from 598 healthy adults (ages 18–65) to four dimensions, retaining reliable items to form SAM-episodic, SAMsemantic, SAM-spatial, and SAM-future subscales. These
subscales recapitulated well-established divisions of
recollective experience within AM (Tulving, 1972; Tulving,
2002; Hassabis & Maguire, 2007). An individual differences
approach was then used to assess discriminant (N = 598) and
criterion validity (Ns = 89 and 52 younger adults) of the SAM
and its subscales. SAM-episodic scores were lower for individuals who reported a history of depression compared to
those who did not, in line with findings of impoverished episodic memory related to major depressive disorder (e.g.,
Williams et al., 2007; Söderlund et al., 2014). Men also had
higher scores than women for SAM-spatial, replicating a prevalent finding in the spatial memory literature (see Levine et al.,
2016 for a review). Relationships between the SAM and both
episodic memory and AM were used to demonstrate criterion
validity: SAM-episodic was positively related to scene recollection, but not familiarity, on a Remember-Know task (N =
98; Yonelinas, 2001), and SAM-spatial was positively related
to AM details conveying place information on the
Autobiographical Interview (N = 52; Levine et al., 2002).
These findings were interpreted as early evidence that the
SAM could be a valid trait-like measure of autobiographical
recollection tendencies.
Picco et al. (2020) undertook a psychometric evaluation of
the SAM to test its factor structure and explore relationships
among individual items. They first replicated the multiple correspondence analysis on the 26-item SAM (N = 1879), identifying four dimensions akin to those found in Palombo et al.
(2013). The authors then tested a number of different confirmatory factor analysis models (N = 1017) and determined that
models containing four factors (for each SAM subscale) or

four factors plus an additional general factor (SAM-total) provided equally adequate fits. Network analyses performed on
the larger sample (N = 2896) revealed that questions on the
SAM related most to other questions within a subscale, a
finding which was stable across genders and groups with
and without a history of anxiety. While this study provided
further evaluation of the reliability and underlying structure of
the SAM, validity was not assessed.
Validation of the SAM as a self-report measure of AM has
primarily centered on its relationship to imagery and vividness. Five people who demonstrated exceptional ability to
accurately remember events from the past without an overt
mnemonic strategy (LePort et al., 2012) reported higher scores
on SAM-episodic compared to healthy controls (Sheldon
et al., 2016; Palombo et al., 2018). Performance on face–
name association and visual memory tests were also elevated,
while performance on classic laboratory tests of episodic
memory was comparable to controls (LePort et al., 2012).
These results provided evidence for an association between
SAM-episodic scores and AM ability. Conversely, three individuals who reported an impoverished sense of remembering
(Palombo et al., 2015) had lower SAM-episodic scores despite
intact objective autobiographical and episodic memory
(Sheldon et al., 2016; Palombo et al., 2018). Relatedly,
SAM-episodic has shown correspondence to self-reported
vividness (rated on a scale from 1 to 5) of specific autobiographical events following recollection, but not to recollection
itself (Sheldon et al., 2016). These findings lend credence to
SAM-episodic as a measure sensitive to the self-reported capacity to consciously recollect episodic details of past events.
However, they do not address the SAM’s ability to measure
episodic, semantic, spatial, and future aspects of memory
performance.
Surprisingly little evidence for a clear link between the
SAM and AM has been reported. This was highlighted in a
recent evaluation of subjective versus objective performance
measures. In a sample of 217 adults, four times as large as the
original validation study, no relationship was observed between the SAM and AM (Clark & Maguire, 2020). Armson
et al. (2020) reported an association between SAM-episodic
and episodic event details recalled by participants one week
after a staged audio tour. Further, participants who reported
greater episodic capacity for these unrehearsed events on the
SAM made more gaze fixations, indicative of greater visual
exploration, when recalling episodic details of the audio tour.
These data suggested that individuals with higher SAMepisodic may rely more on visual imagery during episodic
recall and re-experiencing of the recent past. However, similar
associations were found with SAM-semantic, suggesting that
the SAM-episodic scale, even when limited to unrehearsed
event recall, is non-specific as a measure of vivid episodic
re-experiencing.
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Developed as a trait measure of AM, invariant to age, the
SAM is now being administered to large samples of older
adults, though most validation studies have involved healthy
young adults. We are aware of only one SAM study involving
older adults (Fan et al., 2020a). This report examined whether
trait AM, as assessed by the SAM, moderated age-related
decreases in cognition. As expected, older age was associated
with worse performance on laboratory tests of episodic memory. No age relationships were observed for self-reported cognitive functioning nor the SAM. However, better self-reported
cognitive function was predicted by SAM-episodic as well as
the interaction between age and SAM-episodic: older adults
with higher than average SAM-episodic reported more frequent cognitive complaints with increasing age, whereas those
with lower than average SAM-episodic reported fewer cognitive complaints with age. This finding was taken as evidence
that older adults who endorse less episodic AM have more
practice with compensatory memory strategies and fare better
amid age-related episodic decline. SAM-episodic did not play
a similar moderating role on age and objective episodic
memory.
To date, evidence suggests that the SAM may serve as a
trait measure of self-reported recollective experience rather
than a valid measure of episodic or autobiographical memory
per se. To our knowledge, a formal study that tests these predictions in younger and older adults has not been reported. To
address this gap, here we present a comprehensive validation
study of the psychometric properties of the SAM. We administered the SAM to samples of healthy younger and older
adults, analyzing them separately and together where appropriate. If the SAM is a psychometrically reliable and valid
measure, we predicted that it would demonstrate (i) internal
consistency, (ii) convergent and divergent validity, and (iii)
stability across different age groups. Further, we predicted that
as a valid measure of autobiographical recollective capacity,
SAM performance would (iv) recapitulate known age reductions in episodic AM and increases in semantic AM (e.g.,
Levine et al., 2002; Spreng et al., 2018).
SAM reliability was assessed using several internal consistency metrics. Specifically, we calculated Cronbach’s alpha,
item total correlations, and factor analysis scores. Correlations
among subscales and gender differences between them were
carried out and compared to the initial validation. SAM validity was examined through associations between SAM scores
and measures of memory and fluid cognition, AM (including
self-reported vividness), and non-memory-related self-report
measures including personality and social cognition.
Performance-based measures of memory (episodic, semantic,
AM) were used to examine convergent validity. Performancebased measures of fluid cognition were used to examine divergent validity. Self-report measures of personality and social cognition were used to determine the extent to which
associations were attributable to method variance alone

(Clark and Maguire, 2020). The stability of the SAM was
evaluated by comparing internal consistency and validity results for each age cohort. We then pooled our samples to
compare age effects on episodic and semantic memory measures and SAM scores. We also used pooled data, controlling
for age and gender, to re-examine the validity of the SAM as
an individual differences measure in the full study sample.
Finally, we repeated all analyses with simple average scores
for all SAM subscales to evaluate the utility of the SAM’s
recommended proprietary scoring procedure. The overarching
goal of the study was to conduct a comprehensive psychometric assessment of the SAM (i) as a self-report survey of perceived recollective capacity and (ii) as a valid measure of
autobiographical memory ability.

Materials and Methods
Participants
A total of 209 young and 193 older healthy adults from
Ithaca, New York and Toronto, Canada completed the
SAM. Participants were screened during an eligibility interview for having a history of neurological or other medical illness known to impact cognition, acute or chronic
psychiatric illness, ongoing or recent treatment with psychotropic medication, and significant changes to health
status within 3 months. As part of the below procedures,
participants completed the Mini-Mental State Examination
(MMSE; Folstein et al., 1975) to briefly estimate cognitive
status. Nine participants (3 younger, 6 older) were excluded for having MMSE scores below 27/30 along with scores
of fluid processing (NIH Toolbox; Gershon et al., 2013)
below an age-adjusted national percentile of 25%. Beck’s
Depression Inventory (BDI; Beck et al., 1996) or the
Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS; Yesavage & Brink,
1983) served as a nonclinical metric for history of depressive symptoms. Three participants (1 young, 2 older) were
excluded for scoring in the range of “severe depression.”
One older participant was excluded for presenting with
signs of confabulation during testing procedures, and two
younger participants were excluded for incorrectly answering attention checks throughout the web-based portion of
the procedure. The final sample consisted of 203 younger
(18–34 years, 119 female, M = 22.27, SD = 3.32) and 184
older adults (58–92 years, 98 female, M = 69.41, SD =
6.90; see Table 1). Participants received $10/hour or
course credit for their time.
We assume that the associations of interest, namely between the SAM and other cognitive measures, are of the same
magnitude as those typically observed in psychology research:
an r of approximately .25, or a d of 0.52 (Fraley & Marks,
2007; Hemphill, 2003; Meyer et al., 2001). To detect
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Table 1

Survey of autobiographical memory

Sample Demographics
Younger Adults

Older Adults

N
203 (119 female)
Age
Range
18-34
M
22.27
SD
3.32
Education
Range
12-23
M
14.99
SD
1.87
NIH Fluid Cognition
Range
88.74-153.37
M
119.61
SD
12.85
NIH Crystallized Cognition

184 (98 female)

Range
99.07-153.95
M
125.09
SD
9.31
Episodic Memory (performance-based)
Range
-1.07-1.53
M
0.58
SD
0.43
Semantic Memory (performance-based)
Range
-2.62-1.35
M
-.38
SD
0.72
Fluid Cognition (performance-based)
Range
-.83-1.56
M
0.51
SD
0.47

107.28-153.95
135.86
10.88

58-92
69.41
6.9
12-26
17.24
2.89
75.04-122.79
93.93
7.08

-2.13-1.07
-.64
0.67
-3.22-1.85
0.42
0.78
-2.21-.66
-.57
0.433

approximately 70% of all effect sizes based on known estimates (Fraley & Marks, 2007), a sample of at least 150 participants is recommended for examining individual differences. Our sample thus provides 95% confidence in detecting
a correlation magnitude of 0.15 (Mar et al., 2013).

Procedure
Participants completed the SAM as part of a large battery of
behavioral measures over several testing sessions both in lab
and online. Each session lasted between one and three hours.
Assessments were administered in person during one of the
sessions or online via Qualtrics. Attention checks (e.g., “To
what extent (1–5) do you agree with this statement: I always
walk on my hands when ascending the stairs.”) were embedded within web-based measures to ensure compliance.

The SAM is a self-report instrument used to measure selfperceived AM abilities (Palombo et al., 2013). Participants
completed the 26-item version, rating their general memory
abilities on a five-point Likert scale from strongly disagree to
strongly agree. SAM-episodic, SAM-semantic, SAM-spatial,
SAM-future, and SAM-total scores were calculated according
to the original protocol (courtesy of Brian Levine) to capture
the multidimensional facets of subjective re-experiencing.
Raw item-level data, reverse-coded where appropriate, were
retained for further analysis.
Performance-based measures of memory and fluid cognition
Participants also completed performance-based measures of
memory and fluid cognition. Thirty-three participants (17
younger, 16 older) were excluded due to technical difficulties
or greater than 50% missing data, leaving a subset of 354 (186
younger, 168 older) participants. Episodic memory was measured with the Auditory Verbal Learning Test (Rey) as implemented in the NIH Cognition Toolbox (Gershon et al., 2013),
the Associative Recall Paradigm (Brainerd et al., 2014), and
Verbal Paired Associates from the Weschler Memory ScaleIV (Weschler, 2009). Semantic memory was measured with
Oral Reading Recognition and Picture Vocabulary Tests from
the NIH Cognition Toolbox (Gershon et al., 2013), and
Shipley-2 Vocabulary (Shipley et al., 2009). Fluid processing
was measured with scores from Picture Sequence Memory,
List Sorting Working Memory, Dimensional Change Card
Sort, Flanker Inhibitory Control and Attention, and Pattern
Comparison Processing Speed Tests as part of the NIH
Cognition Toolbox (Gershon et al., 2013), Shipley-2 Blocks
(Shipley et al., 2009), Trail-Making Test (Reitan, 1958),
Symbol Digit Modality Test (Smith, 1982), and Reading
Span Task (Daneman & Carpenter, 1980). Composite scores
of episodic memory, semantic memory, and fluid cognition
were derived from scores on these tasks (see Section 2.4.1 and
Table S1).
A Remember-Know Source recognition memory paradigm
(Tulving, 1985; Gardiner et al., 1997) was also completed by
258 of these participants. Forty-four participants were excluded due to insufficient variation in response, leaving data from
214 participants (127 younger, 87 older). Remember-Know
was not included as part of the episodic memory composite in
order to separately explore its association with SAM-episodic,
as detailed in Section 2.4.1 below.
Autobiographical memory
A subset of participants (145 younger, 112 older) completed
the Autobiographical Interview (AI; Levine et al., 2002). The
AI is a naturalistic measure of AM where participants recall
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one specific memory from each of the following life stages:
childhood, teenage years, early adulthood, middle adulthood,
and late adulthood. Younger adults provide a memory from
the first three stages, whereas older adults provide a memory
from all five. Participants recalled each memory in as much
detail as possible (free recall) and were then lightly prompted
to provide additional details (general probe). After all memory
recollections, participants were then questioned about each
memory to cue further episodic remembering (specific probe).
Participants also rated the vividness (“How clearly can you
visualize this event?”) and rehearsal (“How often do you think
or talk about this memory?”) of each memory on a scale from
1 to 6 (vividness: 1 = not at all, 6 = extremely; rehearsal: 1 =
once every few years, 6 = once per week). As per the original
protocol, memories were segmented and scored for episodiclike (internal) and non-episodic (external) details. Internal details comprised information about the event unfolding, location, time, sensory descriptions, emotions, and thoughts related to the event. External details included unrelated events,
general information about the world or oneself, repetitions,
and other nonscorable utterances such as metacognitive statements. All interviews were double-scored and showed high
inter-rater reliability (interclass correlation of internal and external details, respectively: r(255) = .87, p < .000;
r(255) = .88, p < .000).
Personality and social cognition
A subset of participants (186 younger, 168 older) also completed measures of personality and social cognition including
the Big Five Aspects Scale (DeYoung et al., 2007), NIH
Emotion Toolbox (Gershon et al., 2013), Interpersonal
Reactivity Index (Davis, 1983), Toronto Empathy
Questionnaire (Spreng et al., 2009), and Reading the Mind
in the Eyes (Baron-Cohen et al., 1997). Complete BDI and
GDS data were available for 115 younger participants and 166
older participants.

in the scale. Together these tests identify items where performance deviates from other items, thus providing a measure of
internal consistency.
Next, we performed a series of factor analyses on the itemlevel data to reproduce the underlying structure of the SAM.
An exploratory factor analysis model was initially estimated
with 25 factors to visualize a scree plot of eigenvalues and
determine that a four-factor solution was appropriate (see
section 3.1. and Fig. 1). A model was then estimated with four
factors using maximum likelihood extraction and varimax
(orthogonal) rotation (Sakaluk & Short, 2017). A series of
confirmatory factor analysis models were fit in line with
Picco et al. (2020): one-factor, three-factor, four-factor, and
a high-order model comprising one general factor and four
subfactors. Models fit within each age group were estimated
with robust maximum likelihood estimation to account for
ordinal variables and smaller sample sizes (Li, 2016).
Additional models with participants from both age cohorts
were fit with diagonally weighted least squares estimation.
In all models, intercorrelation between factors was permitted
unless otherwise noted.
Pearson correlations were conducted between all SAM
scores (subscales and total) with 95% confidence intervals
and an alpha of .05. To test whether previously reported gender differences for SAM-spatial were replicable (Palombo
et al., 2013), a mixed ANOVA on SAM scores was modeled
with gender as a between-subjects factor and SAM subscale as
a within-subjects factor (Greenhouse-Geisser corrections for
violations of sphericity reported where appropriate). Tukey’s
post hoc t tests were run for group comparisons.
We additionally tested for a relationship between years of
education and SAM scores in older adults. Spearman’s ⍴ correlations were calculated between each SAM score and years
of education with 95% confidence intervals and an alpha of
.05.

Reliability of the SAM
We determined the reliability of the SAM by inspecting internal consistency, factor structure, and gender differences separately for each age group.
Internal consistency of the SAM was examined to determine consistency among subscales and constituent items.
Item-level data were used to compute Cronbach’s ɑ, itemdeleted Cronbach’s ɑ, and item total correlations for each
subscale and the measure as a whole. Cronbach’s ɑ indicates
the strength of item relations. Item-deleted Cronbach’s ɑ provides a value for Cronbach’s ɑ minus one item to assess how
individual items influence the internal consistency of a scale.
Item total correlation provides a value for the relationship
between an individual item and the average of all other items

Fig. 1 Scree plots from exploratory factor analyses. Item-level responses
from the SAM were entered into Exploratory Factor Analyses (EFA) in
younger and older adult samples separately. EFA was performed with a
principal factors solution using 25 factors for visualization purposes
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Validity of the SAM
To observe whether the SAM related to other validated behavioral instruments, we performed correlations between
SAM scores and performance-based measures of memory
and fluid cognition, a measure of AM, and measures of personality and social cognition. Correlations were conducted in
favor of other multivariate analyses to observe simple associations and facilitate interpretation. Correlations were carried
out first within each age group, then across the entire sample.
Associations with memory and fluid cognition
Scores from 18 measures (Table S1) were Z-scored and averaged to create composite indices of episodic memory, semantic memory, and fluid cognition. Missing cells were imputed
with age group means prior to Z-scoring. At least one cell was
imputed for 51 participants, but doing so did not notably alter
results (Table S3).
Using composite scores for different memory domains
should improve the predictive validity of the SAM, which
aims to capture AM abilities in general rather than for any
specific task (Beaudoin & Desrichard, 2011). To create composite scores, data from younger and older participants were
concatenated. Samples were then repartitioned by age cohort
to explore associations between SAM scores and composite
scores separately. Ninety-five percent confidence intervals
were used to detect significant Spearman’s ⍴ correlations at
an alpha of .05 and a Bonferroni adjustment of p < .017 based
on three tests for each SAM score.
We separately examined associations between the SAM
and a Remember-Know task. According to dual-process accounts of recognition memory (e.g., Yonelinas, 2002;
Yonelinas et al., 2010), Remember-Know paradigms can be
used to isolate autonoetic consciousness, the sense of reexperiencing a specific event and the context in which it was
encoded (“recollection”), from knowing, memory in the absence of contextual detail (“familiarity”; Wheeler et al., 1997).
Support for SAM-episodic was previously found in its relationship to recollection, but not familiarity, in a RememberKnow task (Palombo et al., 2013). We therefore use 95%
confidence intervals to detect significant Spearman’s ⍴ correlations at an uncorrected alpha of .05 between SAM-episodic
and three Remember-Know variables: recollection, familiarity
(as in Stamenova et al., 2017), and source memory.
Associations with autobiographical memory
Associations between the AI and the SAM were explored to
observe the extent to which self-reported AM corresponds
with detailed autobiographical recollection and self-reported
vividness. We examined relationships between the SAM and
several dependent variables derived from scored interviews:

internal detail count, external detail count, total detail count,
word count, internal details as a proportion of all details (internal proportion), and internal and external details as a proportion of word count (internal and external density scores).
Variations on internal and external detail scores were used to
explore whether verbosity had a disproportionate influence on
any relationship with the SAM. Detail scores reflect an average across all AI memories from free recall and general probe
(3 for young adults, 5 for older adults). Select subcategories of
internal and external details were also associated with the
SAM, as described below. Details from specific probe were
not included, as the focus here was on spontaneous (free)
recollection performance, uninfluenced by specific interviewer questions or the expectation to remember certain details.
Associations including specific probe (as in Palombo et al.,
2013) can be found in Supplemental Material (Table S4).
Given putative associations between SAM subscales and
specific dimensions of declarative memory, we tested a
priori hypotheses about the relationships between the
SAM and AI detail scores. First, we expected internal detail
variables to positively relate to SAM-episodic and SAMfuture, since remembering the past and simulating the future
draw on similar mechanisms (Addis et al., 2007). Although
the SAM’s factor structure might suggest that SAMepisodic and SAM-future subscales are independent of each
other, they share a significant amount of variance and are
highly correlated (Palombo et al., 2013; Picco et al., 2020;
see Results and Fig. 2 below). Second, we reasoned that
internal detail variables would relate to SAM-spatial since
the only reported association between SAM and AM was
between internal place details on the AI and the dimension
from which SAM-spatial was derived (Palombo et al.,
2013). We looked specifically at the relationship between
the SAM and the subcategory of internal place details in
case the association was specific to place details. We also
inspected associations with internal perceptual details—
which include information about spatial orientation—
since SAM-spatial has largely been validated with performance on spatial navigation tasks (Clark & Maguire, 2020;
Selarka et al., 2019). Finally, we hypothesized that external
detail variables would positively relate to SAM-semantic
since semantic details comprise the majority of external details on the AI (Levine et al., 2002; Bastin et al., 2013). We
also examined associations with semantic details alone,
since external details comprise additional non-episodic information that may mask existing relationships.
Relationships between self-reported vividness on the AI
and all SAM subscales were also tested. SAM-episodic was
predicted to show a positive relationship in light of previously
reported associations (e.g., Sheldon et al., 2016) and its sensitivity to visual imagery in atypical cases of autobiographical
remembering (Sheldon et al., 2016; Palombo et al., 2015;
Palombo et al., 2018).
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Fig. 2 Correlations between SAM scores. Lower triangles of covariation matrices containing SAM subscale and total scores are depicted for a) younger
adults and b) older adults

For predicted relationships, we report Spearman’s ⍴ correlations with 95% confidence intervals at an alpha of .05 (uncorrected). For all other associations, 95% confidence intervals were used to detect significant Spearman’s ⍴ correlations
at an alpha of .05 and a Bonferroni adjustment of p < .006
based on eight tests for each SAM score.
Associations with personality and social cognition
Associations between SAM scores and measures of personality and social cognition were explored using 95% confidence
intervals to detect significant Spearman’s ⍴ correlations at an
alpha of .05. A Bonferroni adjustment of p < .002 was implemented based on 28 tests for each SAM score. For the smaller
subset with BDI and GDS data, correlations were conducted
with no correction.

Age group differences
We examined age group differences on the SAM and compared them to age differences in memory and fluid cognition.
Data were pooled across samples (N = 387), and a mixed
ANCOVA was modeled with age group as a betweensubjects variable, SAM subscale as a within-subjects variable,
and their interaction (Greenhouse-Geisser corrections for
violations of sphericity reported where appropriate) on SAM
scores. Gender was included as a covariate of no interest.
Tukey’s post hoc t tests were run for group comparisons.
Associations to examine the validity of the SAM were then
conducted on the full sample controlling for age (as a continuous variable) and gender.

whether the scoring complexity conserves unique information
about the SAM beyond that of a simpler procedure. We therefore evaluated whether the SAM performed similarly when
scored in a manner more similar to other behavioral scales.
In each sample, raw item-level responses (respecting reversescored items) were averaged within subscales and across the
whole measure to create average scores (as in Fan et al.,
2020b). To assess the correspondence between multivariate
and average SAM scores, Pearson correlations were conducted between each multivariate SAM score and its corresponding average score with 95% confidence intervals and an alpha
of .05 (Table 5). All associations inspecting the validity of the
SAM were then repeated with the average SAM scores in lieu
of the multivariate SAM scores. Averages, rather than sums,
were calculated since the number of questions varied across
SAM subscales, and would facilitate easier comparison of
ANOVA results from analyses with different scoring
procedures.

Software
Statistical analyses were conducted in python 3.6 (packages
included factor_analyzer, pingouin, and scipy; Van Rossum &
Drake, 2009) and R version 3.3.3 (packages included pwr,
levaan, and lme4; R Core Team, 2013).

Results
Reliability of the SAM
Younger adults

Scoring
The SAM was originally validated with a multivariate
weighting scoring procedure that remains unpublished and
available only upon request from the authors. It is unclear

We considered item-level performance to evaluate whether
subscales contained items that measured the same construct.
Values of Cronbach’s ɑ were first calculated to indicate how
items related to one another with respect to their subscales and
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the full measure. We next computed item-deleted Cronbach’s
ɑ to observe whether removing a single item changed the
Cronbach’s ɑ value. Item total correlations further specified
how each item contributed to the reliability of its subscale and
the scale as a whole.
Cronbach’s ɑ values for all SAM scores satisfied accepted
values between .7 and .9 (Nunnally, 1978; George & Mallery,
2003; Hair, 2010) with the exception of SAM-semantic
(Table 2). Two spatial items (“17. I have a hard time judging
the distance (e.g., in meters or kilometers) between familiar
landmarks.” and “20. I use specific landmarks for navigating.”) reduced Cronbach’s ɑ and had low item total correlations (Table 3). Comparable results were reported in Picco
et al. (2020).
We next examined the factor structure of the SAM with an
exploratory factor analysis. SAM data were considered suitable for structure detection with high values on Bartlett’s test
of sphericity ( 2(325) = 1862.00, p < .001), and the KaiserMeyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy was .80.
Maximum likelihood extraction with an orthogonal
(varimax) rotation using a four-factor solution was chosen to
reproduce the four dimensions of the SAM. Maximum likelihood extraction ensures that factors only retain shared construct variance and are not contaminated by error variance
(Sakaluk & Short, 2017). We used orthogonal rotation to remain consistent with the multiple correspondence analysis,
which calculates orthogonal dimensions, used to create the
SAM (Palombo et al., 2013).
The scree plot shown in Fig. 1 (black line) shows four
factors with eigenvalues greater than 1, indicating that a
four-factor solution was appropriate. The minimum adequate
loading of items is considered .32 (Tabachnick & Fidell,
2007), but we raise this criterion to .4 given our reexamination of an existing scale and the high loadings of most
items. Factor 1 contained high loadings of SAM-future items,
explaining 12.10% of the variance. Factor 2 loaded six SAMepisodic and two SAM-semantic items, explaining 11.53% of
the variance. One of these SAM-episodic items (“1. Specific
events are difficult for me to recall.”) cross-loaded more highly with Factor 4. Another SAM-episodic item (“3. When I
remember events, in general I can recall objects that were in
the environment.”) did not load above .4 on any factor. Factor
3 had high loadings for most SAM-spatial items and explained
9.72% of the variance. Two SAM-spatial items, questions 17
and 20, observed to reduce Cronbach’s ɑ above, did not load

Table 2

with any factor. Factor 4 loaded two SAM-semantic items and
two SAM-episodic items, explaining 5.67% of the variance.
Three out of the six SAM-semantic items (“9. I can learn and
repeat facts easily, even if I don't remember where I learned
them.”, “11. After I have met someone once, I easily remember his or her name.”, “12. I can easily remember the names of
famous people (sports figures, politicians, celebrities).”) did
not load above .4 for any factor. Full factor loadings are listed
in Table 3. Cumulative variance explained was 39.03%.
We also tested the current four-factor solution by fitting a
series of confirmatory factor analysis models with robust maximum likelihood estimation assuming uncorrelated factors.
Despite the mixed grouping of items across SAM-episodic
and SAM-semantic subscales observed above, fit statistics
indicated similarly moderate fits for both three- and fourfactor models (see Table S2). A high-order model with
SAM-total as a general factor and each of the SAM subscale
as subfactors also showed a moderate fit.
Next, we turn to the psychometric properties of SAM subscale and total scores. Distributions for all SAM scores are
tabulated in the left panel of Table 5. Pearson correlations
between SAM subscale and total scores showed high correspondence (Fig. 2a). The only unrelated pair was SAM-future
and SAM-spatial (r(201) = -.03, p = .971).
Gender differences across subscales were tested with a
mixed ANOVA modeling gender, subscale, and their interaction on SAM scores. We observed a main effect of subscale
(F(4, 804) = 3.77, p < .05 with Greenhouse-Geisser correction, η2p = .02) and an interaction between subscale and gender (F(4, 804) = 2.41, p < .05, η2p = .01). Post hoc pairwise t
tests revealed that men had higher SAM-spatial scores (M =
101.02, SD = 14.71) than women (M = 95.48, SD = 15.90;
Cohen’s d = .36, p < .05; Fig. 3, left panel).
Item-level responses from the SAM were entered into exploratory factor analyses (EFA) in younger and older adult
samples separately. EFA was performed with a principal factors solution using 25 factors for visualization purposes
Older adults
Above we assessed the reliability of the SAM in a younger
cohort through internal consistency, factor structure, and gender differences. Here, we do the same in an older sample. We
refer back to results from the younger group to determine the
stability of the SAM across samples.

Reliability of the SAM: Cronbach’s α by age group

Age Group

SAM-episodic

SAM-semantic

SAM-spatial

SAM-future

SAM-total

Younger Adults
Older Adults

0.794
0.809

0.568
0.615

0.768
0.723

0.851
0.897

0.840
0.880
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Table 3

Reliability of the SAM: Cronbach’s α item deleted, item total correlation, and exploratory factor analysis results in younger adults (N=203)

SAM Item

Subscales

Full Scale

EFA

Cronbach’s Item Total Cronbach’s Item Total Factor Factor Factor Factor
α Item
Correlation α Item
Correlation 1
2
3
4
Deleted
Deleted
Episodic
1. Specific events are difficult for me recall. (R)
2. When I remember events, I have a hard time determining
the order of details in the event. (R)
3. When I remember events, in general I can recall objects
that were in the environment.
4. When I remember events, in general I can recall what I was
wearing
5. I am highly confident in my ability to remember past
events.
6. When I remember events, I remember a lot of details.
7. When I remember events, in general I can recall which day
of the week it was.
8. When I remember events, in general I can recall people,
what they looked like, or what they were wearing.
Semantic
9. I can learn and repeat facts easily, even if I don’t remember
where I learned them.
10. After I have read a novel or newspaper, I forget the facts
after a few days. (R)
11. After I have met someone once, I easily remember his or
her name.
12. I can easily remember the names of famous people (sports
figure, politicians, celebrities).
13. I have a hard time remembering information I have
learned at school or work. (R)
14. I am very good at remembering information about people
that I know (e.g., the names of a co-worker’s children, their
personalities, places friends have visited etc.).
Spatial
15. In general, my ability to navigate is better than most of
my family/friends.
16. After I have visited an area, it is easy for me to find my
way around the second time I visit.
17. I have a hard time judging the distance (e.g., in meters or
kilometers) between familiar landmarks. (R)
18. I get lost easily, even in familiar areas. (R)
19. If my route to work or school was blocked, I could easily
find the next faster way to get there.
20. I use specific landmarks for navigating.
Future
21. When I imagine an event in the future, the event generates
vivid mental images that are specific in time and place.
22. When I imagine an event in the future, I can picture the
spatial layout.
23. When I image an event in the future, I can pictured people
and what they look like.
24. When I imagine an event in the futures, I can imagine
how I may feel.
25. When I imagine an event in the future, I can picture
images (e.g., people, objects, etc)
26. I have a difficult time imagining specific events in the
future. (R)

.77
.78

.52
.42

.83
.83

.48
.42

.07
.13

.46
.36

.01
.02

.60
.45

.78

.41

.83

.41

.19

.39

.06

.13

.78

.46

.83

.41

.28

.43

.03

-.06

.75

.66

.83

.63

.24

.72

.05

.26

.74
.79

.69
.37

.83
.84

.58
.38

.23
.05

.81
.40

-.07
.22

.14
.03

.77

.49

.83

.46

.13

.50

.13

.05

.52

.31

.84

.19

-0.2

.04

.09

.38

.56

.22

.84

.24

.03

.11

.06

.46

.51

.35

.84

.34

.12

.31

.05

.10

.52

.31

.84

.25

-.01

.25

.11

.08

.53

.29

.84

.28

.14

.09

-.05

.58

.49

.37

.83

.48

.12

.48

.15

.17

.70

.62

.84

.32

.00

.16

.74

-.05

.68

.70

.83

.43

.07

.23

.80

-.02

.79

.31

.85

.12

-.05

-.01

.37

.10

.69
.72

.71
.57

.83
.84

.41
.29

-.03
-.03

.20
.10

.78
.63

.11
.01

.80

.20

.84

.18

.20

.01

.22

.02

.83

.64

.83

.44

.69

.23

-.05

.00

.82

.69

.83

.46

.78

.08

.08

.08

.82

.68

.83

.43

.72

.18

-.08

.08

.85

.52

.84

.37

.53

.14

.08

.04

.82

.68

.83

.47

.72

.21

-.02

.05

.83

.62

.83

.40

.62

.20

-.08

.13

Note. (R) indicates items that were reverse coded. Bold text denotes factor loading above 0.4.
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Fig. 3 Gender and age differences in the SAM. Distributions shown for
SAM subscale scores in the younger (left panel) and older (right panel)
adult cohorts by gender. Lines indicate age group differences and *

denotes gender differences. Gray lines illustrate higher scores in older
adults compared to younger adults when controlling for gender

Cronbach’s ɑ values in older adults were comparable to
those in younger adults, with all ɑ values falling within a range
of .7 and .9 except SAM-semantic (Table 2). All values were
marginally higher in the older cohort except SAM-spatial.
Cronbach’s ɑ increased when two SAM-episodic items were
excluded (“1. Specific events are difficult for me to recall.”
and “3. When I remember events, in general I can recall objects that were in the environment”). Notably, question 1 was
the same item observed to cross-load higher with SAMsemantic items in younger adults. The same two SAMspatial items raised ɑ values when excluded (“17. I have a
hard time judging the distance (e.g., in meters or kilometers)
between familiar landmarks.” and “20. I use specific landmarks for navigating.”). These four items showed relatively
low item total correlations with respect to their subscales and
SAM-total, indicating a poor relationship with the remaining
22 items (Table 4).
The factorability of the SAM was tested again in this cohort
to observe whether the underlying structure of the SAM
changed with an older sample. Bartlett’s test of sphericity

was significant ( 2(325) = 2108, p < .001), and the KaiserMeyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy was .84. The
gray line in Fig. 1 shows that four factors had eigenvalues
greater than 1. Full factor loadings for a four-factor exploratory factor analysis model are shown in Table 4. Factor 1 loaded
SAM-future items highly together, explaining 14.56% of the
variance. Factor 2 loaded six SAM-episodic items and one
SAM-semantic item to explain 13.56% of the variance.
Factor 3 loaded four SAM-spatial items highly together to
explain 9.62% of the variance. As in the younger sample,
questions 17 and 20 did not load highly on any factor.
Factor 4 loaded two SAM-episodic items and one SAMsemantic item to explain 7.48% of the variance. Four out of
six SAM-semantic items (“9. I can learn and repeat facts easily, even if I don't remember where I learned them.”, “10.
After I have read a novel or newspaper, I forget the facts after
a few days.”, “11. After I have met someone once, I easily
remember his or her name.”, “12. I can easily remember the
names of famous people (sports figures, politicians, celebrities).”) did not load above .4 with any factor. This was similar
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Table 4

Reliability of the SAM: Cronbach’s α item deleted, item total correlation, and exploratory factor analysis results in older adults (N=184)

SAM Item

Subscales

Full Scale

EFA

Cronbach’s Item total Cronbach’s Item total Factor Factor Factor Factor
α Item
Correction α Item
Correction 1
2
3
4
Deleted
Deleted
Episodic
1. Specific events are difficult for me to recall. (R)
2. When I remember events, I have a hard time determining the
order of details in the events. (R)
3. When I remember events, in general I can recall objects that
were in the environment.
4. When I remember events, in general I can recall what I was
wearing.
5. I am highly confident in my ability to remember past events.
6. When I remember events, I remember a lot of details.
7. When I remember events, in general I can recall which day
of the week it was.
8. When I remember events, in general I can recall people,
what they looked like, or what they were wearing.
Semantic
9. I can learned and repeat facts easily, even if I don’t
remember where I learned them.
10. After I have read a novel or newspaper, I forget the facts
after a few days. (R)
11. After I have met someone once, I easily remember his or
her name.
12. I can easily remember the names of famous people (sports
figures, politicians, celebrities
13. I have a hard time remembering information I have learned
at school or work. (R)
14. I am very good at remembering information about people
that I know (e.g., the names of a co-worker’s children, their
personalities, places friends have visited etc.).
Spatial
15. In general, my ability to navigate is better than most of my
family/friends.
16. After I have visited an area, it is easy for me to find my way
around the second time I visit.
17. I have a hard time judging the distance (e.g., in meters or
kilometers) between familiar landmarks. (R)
18. I get lost easily, even in familiar areas. (R)
19. If my route to work or school was blocked, I could easily
find the next faster way to get there.
20. I use specific landmarks for navigating.
Future
21. When I imagine an event in the future, the event generates
vivid mental images that are specific in time and place.
22. When I imagine an event in the future, I can picture the
spatial layout.
23. When I imagine an event in the future, I can picture people
and what they look like.
24. When I imagine an event in the future, I can imagine how I
may feel.
25. When I imagine an event in the future, I can picture
images(e.g., people, objects, etc)
26. I have a difficult time imagining specific events in the
future. (R)

.82
.80

.33
.41

.88
.88

.40
.45

.06
.11

.15
.21

.09
.16

.68
.57

.81

.39

.88

.38

.19

.42

.16

-.02

.78

.56

.88

.48

.17

.63

.08

-.04

.77
.76
.78

.67
.71
.56

.87
.87
.88

.60
.60
.49

.00
.08
.09

.70
.76
.63

.19
.06
.09

.36
.29
.05

.78

.58

.87

.52

.24

.61

.00

.05

.55

.41

.88

.44

.22

.26

.05

.30

.58

.33

.88

.33

.14

.18

-0.2

.37

.59

.31

.88

.33

.12

.39

.05

.06

.50

.51

.88

.46

.23

.34

.03

.28

.61

.23

.88

.23

.05

-.06

.12

.53

.59

.30

.88

.45

.21

.48

.10

.13

.61

.67

.88

.29

-.06

.09

.82

.05

.60

.71

.88

.48

.09

.28

.86

.02

.76

.23

.88

.23

.16

-.09

.26

.30

.66
.64

.54
.65

.88
.88

.31
.47

-.01
.14

.05
.19

.61
.66

.22
.14

.78

.04

.88

.26

.33

.24

.03

-.14

.88

.74

.87

.56

.74

.27

.-02

.11

.87

.79

.87

.65

.80

.17

.21

.19

.87

.79

.87

.55

.81

.17

.02

.12

.89

.62

.88

.46

.64

.18

-.01

.08

.87

.80

.87

.65

.79

.24

.12

.16

.90

.61

.88

.44

.63

.07

-.01

.23

Note: (R) indicates items that were reverse coded. Bold text denotes factor loadings above 0.4.
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to the finding in the younger sample, where three out of six
SAM-semantic items did not load above .4. Cumulative variance explained was 45.23%, six percentage points higher
than for younger adults.
As with younger adults, confirmatory factor analyses
showed moderate fits for the three-factor, four-factor, and
high-order models, although fit indices were slightly lower
in older adults (see Table S2). Moreover, the four-factor model slightly outperformed the three-factor and high-order
models, as demonstrated by a lower standardized root mean
square residual. Results were qualitatively similar when
models were estimated on the full sample with diagonally
weighted least squares (see Table S2).
Next we examined the psychometric properties of SAM
subscale and total scores in older adults (distributions in
Table 5). Pairwise correlations between SAM scores were
highly positive (Fig. 2b). A mixed ANOVA modeling gender,
subscale, and their interaction was conducted to test for gender
differences on SAM scores. A main effect of subscale (F(4,
724) = 26.10, p < .001 with Greenhouse-Geisser correction,
η2p = .13) and an interaction effect between gender and subscale (F(4,724) = 3.20, p < .05, η2p = .02) were observed. Post
hoc pairwise t tests revealed that SAM-future scores were
higher in women (M = 95.92, SD = 16.30) than in men (M =
91.44, SD = 13.46; Cohen’s d = .30, p < .05; Fig. 3 right panel). We additionally tested whether years of education had an
Table 5
Subscale

Validity of the SAM
Associations with memory and fluid cognition
Younger adults First, we examined how SAM scores related
to performance-based composites of episodic memory, semantic memory, and fluid cognition. Consistent with domain
specificity, SAM-semantic was positively related to semantic
memory scores (Table 6). No other SAM scores showed significant relationships with the three composite scores.
Dual-process accounts of episodic memory assert that
many of the tests included in the episodic memory composite
are not process-pure measures of recollection (Yonelinas,
2002; Yonelinas et al. 2010), leading us to separately examine
associations between SAM-episodic and Remember-Know
recollection, familiarity, and source memory. No significant
relationships were observed (recollection: ⍴(125) = .07,
p = .468 ; familiarity: ⍴(125) = -.06, p = .507, source:
⍴(125) = .03, p = .715).
Additional post hoc correlations were conducted between
SAM-semantic and the individual measures of semantic

Distribution of standard SAM scores and averaged SAM scores
Standard Scores
Range

Younger Adults (N=203)
Episodic
73.00-133.83
Semantic
75.84-134.63
Spatial
68.61-121.00
Future
77.98-126.45
Total
73.77-136.79
Older Adults (N=184)
Episodic
73.00-136.87
Semantic
75.57-130.10
Spatial
68.61-121.00
Future
77.98-126.45
Total
72.25-142.42
Full Sample (N=387)
Episodic
73.00-136.88
Semantic
Spatial
Future
Total

effect on SAM scores, since older adults had long completed
standard education. No associations were detected (all p
values > 0.10).

75.57-134.63
68.61-121.00
77.98-126.45
72.25-142.42

Average Scores
M

SD

100.19
100.41
97.77
97.08
98.92

13.84
12.60
15.62
14.77
16.29

100.34
96.60
103.80
93.75
93.21

Range

Correlation, r (p)
M

SD

1.25-4.75
1.83-4.83
1.00-5.00
1.00-5.00
1.97-4.73

3.33
3.45
3.71
3.83
3.58

0.72
0.64
0.80
0.80
0.50

.96 (.000)
.94 (.000)
.94 (.000)
.87 (.000)
.90 (.000)

14.24
11.90
14.21
15.18
13.67

1.13-5.00
1.50-4.67
1.67-5.00
1.00-5.00
2.10-4.83

3.33
3.24
4.03
3.65
3.56

0.75
0.67
0.69
0.89
0.56

.96 (.000)
.93 (.000)
.95 (.000)
.86(.000)
.92 (.000)

100.26

14.01

1.13-5.00

3.33

0.74

.96 (.000)

98.60
100.64
95.50
98.58

12.40
15.25
15.04
13.46

1.50-4.83
1.00-5.00
1.00-5.00
1.97-4.83

3.35
3.86
3.74
3.57

0.66
0.77
0.85
0.52

.94 (.000)
.95 (.000)
.86 (.000)
.91(.000)

Note: Standard scores reflect scores produced by the multivariate weighting scheme (Palombo et al., 2013). Average scores reflect scores produced by
taking the average of raw responses (reverse-coded where appropriate) for a given subscale or the whole measure.
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Table 6

Validity of the SAM: correlations with episodic, semantic, and fluid performance scores

Performance Measure
Younger Adults (N=186)
Episodic Memory
Semantic Memory
Fluid Cognition
Older Adults(N=168)
Episodic Memory
Semantic Memory
Fluid Cognition
Full Sample (N=354)
Episodic Memory
Semantic Memory
Fluid Cognition

SAM-episodic

SAM-semantic

SAM-spatial

SAM-future

SAM-total

.00 (.952)
.10 (174)
-.08(.280)

.02(.772)
.20(.007)*
-.02 (.751)

-.13(.090)
.03 (.672)
.00 (.986)

.07 (.359)
-.04 (.590)
-.09(.209)

.00 (.969)
.12 (.117)
-.10(.186)

-.07 (.392)
-0.05 (.527)
.09 (.254)

-.06 (.433)
-.04 (.603)
.02 (.783)

.03 (.704)
-.08(.309)
.17 (.031)

.10 (.189)
.14 (.067)
.07 (.346)

.02 (.815)
.01 (.909)
.10 (.218)

-.02 (.661)
.02 (.757)
.01 (.817)

-.02 (649)
.10 (.070)
-.04 (.432)

-.01 (915)
-.02 (.711)
.09 (.105)

.05 (.336)
.06 (.229)
-.04(.406)

.01 (.795)
.06 (247)
-.02 (.742)

Note. Correlations shown are Spearman ρ with p values in parentheses. Correlations for the full sample include age and gender as covariates.
*survives Bonferroni correction at p<.017. Bold text indicates significance.

memory. Out of three measures, SAM-semantic reliably covaried only with Oral Reading Recognition (⍴(184) = .21,
p < .01).
Composite scores of memory and fluid cognition largely
involved verbal measures. We extracted the single visuospatial measure, Shipley Blocks, and conducted a post hoc correlation with SAM-spatial as an additional validity test (see
Clark & Maguire, 2020 for a thorough assessment). No relationship was observed.
Older adults SAM scores were not significantly related to any
of the three composite scores (Table 6). SAM-episodic was
not related to recollection (⍴(85) = -.10, p = .373), familiarity
(⍴(85) = -.04, p = .725), or source memory (⍴(85) = .07,
p = .550). Post hoc correlations were conducted to inspect
whether SAM-semantic scores could predict scores on individual measures of semantic memory and whether SAMspatial associated with an individual measure of visuospatial
memory. In contrast to younger adults, here SAM-semantic
scores were not related to semantic memory, and SAM-spatial
showed a positive relationship with Shipley Blocks
(⍴(166) = .17, p < .05).
Associations with autobiographical memory
Younger adults Next, we examined relationships between
SAM scores and the AI (Table 7). Younger adults provided
memories that were, on average, vivid (M = 4.54/6, SD = .61)
and not well rehearsed (M = 2.32/6, SD = .80). We hypothesized that internal detail variables would positively relate to
SAM-episodic, SAM-spatial, and SAM-future scores if the
SAM was a valid measure of AM. We also hypothesized that
SAM-semantic would positively relate to external detail
scores. We observed a positive relationship between SAM-

spatial and internal detail count. No relationships were detected between SAM-semantic and external detail scores. Instead,
a positive relationship was observed between SAM-semantic
and internal detail count. Associations including specific
probe (Table S4) were qualitatively similar, with some noteworthy differences. SAM-semantic, SAM-spatial, and SAMtotal all showed positive associations with internal detail
count. These subscales were also associated with total details.
AI measures that control for total verbal output (proportion
and density scores) were not correlated with SAM subscales.
We also predicted that subcategories of the AI would associate with the SAM: namely that place and perceptual details
would relate to SAM-spatial and that semantic details would
relate to SAM-semantic. Similar to Palombo et al. (2013),
SAM-spatial positively correlated with internal place detail
count (ρ(143) = .17, p < .05), but not with internal place density (ρ(143) = -.04, p = .631). All SAM scores except SAMfuture positively related to internal perceptual detail count
(SAM-episodic, ρ (143) = .18, p < .05; SAM-semantic, ρ
(143) = .24, p < .005); SAM-spatial, ρ (143) = .23, p < .01);
SAM-total, ρ (143) = .25, p < .005). However, only SAMepisodic and SAM-total retained significant relationships with
internal perceptual density (SAM-episodic, ρ (143) = .22,
p < .01); SAM-total, ρ (143) = .22, p < .01). With respect to
semantic details, only SAM-spatial showed a positive correlation with semantic detail count (ρ(43) = .23, p < .01), but not
with semantic density (ρ(143) = .09, p = .297).
If the SAM is a valid measure of vividness, we hypothesized that SAM-episodic—corresponding to the re-experiencing, rather than the recollection, of an event—would uniquely
relate to self-reported vividness on the AI. Self-reported vividness of specific autobiographical events from the AI was
positively related to SAM-episodic, SAM-semantic, SAM-future, and SAM-total scores.
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Table 7

Validity of the SAM: Correlations with the autobiographical interview

Detail Score
Younger Adults (N=145)
Internal Details
External Details
Internal Proportion
Total Details
Word Count
Internal Density
External Density
Self-Report Vividness
Older Adults (N=112)
Internal Details
External Details
Internal Proportion
Total Details
Word Count
Internal Density
External Density
Self-Report Vividness
Full Sample (N=257)
Internal Details
External Details
Internal Proportion
Total Details
Word Count
Internal Density
External Density
Self-Report Vividness

SAM-episodic

SAM-semantic

SAM-spatial

SAM-future

SAM-total

.11 (.172)
.08 (.333)
.00 (.960)
.12 (.170)
.05 (.582)
.12 (.149)
.06 (.445)
.37 (.000)*

.23 (.005)*
.10 (.216)
.09 (.291)
.21 (.011)
.19 (.025)
.06 (.466)
-.09 (.307)
.23 (.005)*

.22 (.009)
.19 (.022)
-.06 (.447)
.21 (.010)
.21 (.013)
-.08 (.323)
.06 (.496)
.17 (.048)

.04 (.640)
-.06( .447)
.10 (.234)
.02 (.788)
.03 (.766)
.01 (.903)
-.14 (.100)
.28 (.001)*

.19 (.025)
.08 (.331)
.05 (.535)
.17 (.044)
.13 (.125)
.08 (.340)
-.03 (.677)
.41 (.000)*

.16 (.099)
.14 (.157)
-.05 (.578)
.16 (.090)
.16 (.096)
-.03 (.730)
.04 (.655)

.15 (.110)
.08 (.399)
.04 (.664)
.16 (.102)
.20 (.037)
-.10 (.303)
-.11 (.234)

.07 (.463)
-.06 (.554)
.11 (.242)
.01 (.885)
-.03 (.756)
.15 (.126)
-.04 (.715)

.25 (.008)
.09 (.349)
.09 (.322)
.21 (.030)
.19 (.051)
.02 (.804)
-.09 (.331)

.24 (.010)
.14 (.154)
.02 (.828)
.23 (.017)
.21 (024)
-.02 (799)
-.04 (.701)

.23 (.017)

.18 (.062)

-.01 (.942)

.14 (.144)

.24 (.013)

.13 (.031)
.10 (.101)
-.01 (.866)
.13 (.040)
.08 (.190)
.07 (.237)
.04 (.548)
.29 (.000)*

.19 (.002)*
.09 (.158)
.06 (.323)
.18 (.004)*
.18 (.005)*
.00 (.954)
-.09 (.172)
.20 (.001)*

.16 (.013)
.07 (.242)
.02 (.699)
.13 (.044)
.09 (.136)
.03 (.646)
.00 (945)
.08 (.180)

.12 (.05)
.02 (.728)
.08 (.212)
.10 (.106)
.10 (.112)
-.01 (.843)
-.11 (.092)
.22 (.001)*

.21 (.001)*
.10 (.100)
.05 (.436)
19 (.002)*
.15 (.015)
.05 (.396)
-.05 (.467)
.32 (.000)*

Note: Correlations shown are Spearman ρ with p values in parentheses. Correlations for the full sample include age and gender as covariates.
*survives Bonferroni correction at p<.006. Bold text indicates significance.

Older adults We hypothesized the same pattern of associations
in older adults. Older adults recalled memories that were vivid
(M = 4.79/6, SD = .81) and not well rehearsed (M = 1.81/6,
SD = .63). One positive association emerged between SAMfuture and internal detail count (Table 7), but not with proportion or density scores which control for verbal output. No
relationships were observed with internal place, internal perceptual, or semantic detail scores (counts and density). Unlike
in the younger sample, only the relationship between SAMepisodic and self-reported vividness ratings was found to be
significant. Results were highly similar when associations
with the AI included specific probe (Table S4).
Associations with personality and social cognition
Finally, SAM scores were related to several non-memory
measures within each age group. Motivated by the finding
that individuals reporting a history of depression had lower
SAM-episodic scores (Palombo et al., 2013), we examined

relationships between SAM scores and depression indices.
Associations with personality and social cognition were conducted to determine whether method variance belies association with the SAM (Clark and Maguire, 2020). We did not
have domain-specific predictions for these analyses. Instead,
we predicted that SAM associations with other self-report
measures would exceed those observed with performancebased measures. We summarize the broad patterns observed
below and in Tables S5–S7, noting that several associations
had higher magnitudes than anticipated.
Younger adults In corroboration with previous results, SAMepisodic scores were negatively related to BDI scores
(Table 8). The relationship remained even after controlling
for age, education, and gender.
Out of the 28 assessments of personality and social cognition, SAM scores were correlated with two measures in younger adults (Table S5). SAM-episodic, SAM-semantic, and
SAM-total scores were all positively related to extraversion
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Table 8

Validity of the SAM: Correlations with depression scales by age group

Measure

SAM-episodic

SAM-semantic

SAM-spatial

SAM-future

SAM-total

BDI (N=115)
GDS (N=166)

-.22 (.019)*
-.17 (.028)*

.06 (.546)
-.32 (.000)*

-0.04 (.644)
-.23 (.003)*

-.07 (.453)
-.07 (.377)

-.12 (.205)
-.25 (.001)*

Note: BDI=Beck Depression Inventory; GDS=Geriatic Depression Scale. Correlations shown are Spearman ρ with p values in parentheses.
*p<.05. Bold text indicates significance.

and self-efficacy. SAM-total scores were also positively related to openness.
Older adults SAM-episodic, SAM-semantic, SAM-spatial,
and SAM-total scores were negatively related to GDS
(Table 8). These associations remained significant after controlling for age, education, and gender.
Many more associations with personality and social cognition were observed in older adults (see Table S6 for full
listing). These associations mainly comprised relationships
between SAM scores and measures of personality, positive/
negative affect, and empathy. The SAM was related to all five
dimensions of personality. SAM-episodic, SAM-future, and
SAM-total scores showed positive associations with openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, and agreeableness.
SAM-spatial was negatively associated with neuroticism, anger hostility, fear affect, perceived rejection, perceived stress,
sadness, and loneliness. SAM-semantic scores also showed a
negative relationship with loneliness. Conversely, SAMspatial scores were positively related to positive affect, general
life satisfaction, meaning and purpose, emotional support, and
self-efficacy. SAM-semantic and SAM-total scores were also
positively related to meaning and purpose, emotional support,
and self-efficacy. Positive associations were also observed
between SAM-future and SAM-total scores and measures of
empathy, including empathic concern, perspective taking, and
fantasy subscales of the Interpersonal Reactivity Index (IRI)
and the Toronto Empathy Questionnaire. SAM-episodic,
SAM-semantic, and SAM-total scores were negatively associated with IRI perceived distress.

Age group comparisons
We compared SAM scores between younger and older adults
to test whether the SAM subscales would detect and reproduce well-documented age-related changes in cognition. A
mixed ANOVA modeling age group as a between-subjects
factor and SAM subscale as a within-subjects factor was conducted on SAM scores. Gender was included as a covariate of
no interest. We observed a significant main effect of subscale
(F(4,1540) = 14.74, p < .001 with Greenhouse-Geisser correction, η2p = .03) and a significant interaction between age
group and subscale (F(4,1540) = 13.82, p < .001, η2p = .03).
Post hoc t tests demonstrated that the interaction was driven

by age group differences in SAM-spatial (Fig. 3). Specifically,
older adults had higher SAM-spatial scores (t(383) = 6.03,
p < .005; see Table 5).
These age group differences in self-reported memory from
the SAM stand in contrast to age group differences in
performance-based measures of episodic memory, semantic
memory, and AM. Younger adults had higher episodic memory scores (T(273) = 19.42, p < .001; Cohen’s d = 2.11),
whereas older adults had higher semantic memory scores
(T(341) = 10.08, p < .001; Cohen’s d = 1.08). Similarly, age
group differences on the SAM did not correspond to age
group differences in episodic (internal) and semantic
(external) details in AM. Younger adults recounted more internal details (T(254.81) = 3.49, p < .001) on the AI, even
when controlling for verbosity (internal proportion:
T(208.78) = 9.54, p < .001; internal density: T(254.77) =
8.61, p < .001). In contrast, older adults communicated more
external details (T(176.5) = 3.76, p < .001), even when controlling for verbosity (T(197.18) = 7.88, p < .001). Older
adults also reported higher vividness ratings (T(201.64) =
2.64, p < .01), but lower frequency of rehearsal (T(254.86) =
5.71, p < .001). No age group differences in verbosity were
present (total details: T(246.61) = .76, p = .45; word count:
T(236.64) = .65, p = .52). All differences remained when controlling for gender.
Associations with memory and fluid cognition
Associations between SAM scores and performance-based
measures were then revisited controlling for age and gender
to determine whether SAM scores were associated with cognition in a larger, more highly powered sample. For
performance-based measures of fluid cognition and memory
(N = 354), no significant relationships emerged with SAM
scores (Table 6). No significant relationships were observed
when SAM-semantic was related to individual semantic memory measures or when SAM-spatial was related to performance on the Shipley Blocks mental rotation task.
Associations with autobiographical memory
We also repeated associations with our performance-based
measure of AM, the AI, and self-reported vividness ratings
on the AI controlling for age and gender (N = 257; Table 7).
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We had a priori hypotheses that internal detail variables
would positively relate to SAM-episodic, SAM-spatial, and
SAM-future scores if the SAM was a valid measure of individual differences in AM. We observed positive relationships
between internal detail count and all SAM scores. Verbosity
scores also showed significant relationships with SAMsemantic and SAM-total. Notably, no relationships were observed between the SAM and AI detail scores that controlled
for verbosity. We also predicted that external detail variables
would positively relate to SAM-semantic scores, but no relationships were observed. Associations with the AI including
specific probe were nearly identical (Table S4).
In our targeted analyses of associations with select subcategories on the AI, all SAM scores except SAM-future were
related to perceptual detail count (SAM-episodic,
ρ(254) = .14, p < .05); SAM-semantic, ρ(254) = .20,
p < .005); SAM-spatial, ρ(254) = .15, p < .05); SAM-total ρ
(254) = .21, p < .001). When controlling for verbosity (perceptual density), only relationships with SAM-episodic and
SAM-total remained (SAM-episodic, ρ(254) = .14, p < .05);
SAM-total, ρ(254) = .16, p < .01). Place and semantic detail
counts and densities were not related to any SAM score.
If the SAM corresponded specifically to individual differences in properties of AM, we predicted that SAM-episodic
would positively relate to vividness, even in the absence of a
direct link to recollection. Self-reported vividness demonstrated a positive association with SAM-episodic. This association
was not specific, however; positive relationships were also
observed with SAM-semantic, SAM-future, and SAM-total
scores.
Associations with personality and social cognition
Personality and social cognition relationships to the SAM in
the full sample controlling for age and gender incorporated
most of the associations from each sample with some additions (N = 354; Table S7). In terms of personality, openness
and agreeableness were related to all SAM scores except
SAM-spatial, and neuroticism was negatively related to
SAM-episodic, SAM-spatial, and SAM-total scores.
Notably, positive associations with friendship and general life
satisfaction surfaced: friendship was associated with SAMepisodic and SAM-total, while general life satisfaction was
related to SAM-semantic and SAM-total. Similarly, meaning
and purpose was positively related to all SAM scores but
SAM-spatial. Perceived stress was negatively related to
SAM-semantic. IRI perceived distress was also negatively
related to SAM-spatial.

Scoring
The scoring of the SAM is proprietary and based on a complex
multidimensional weighting of items. We created new SAM

scores using average Likert responses to probe whether the
weighted scoring scheme added value to simpler alternatives.
Average scores were highly positively correlated with the
standard multidimensional weighting scores (Table 5, right
panel). Associations with performance-based measures, the
AI, and personality and social cognition were nearly identical
with average SAM scores.

General Discussion
The present study evaluated the psychometric properties of the
SAM as (i) a self-report survey of perceived recollective capacity and (ii) a measure of AM ability. We investigated the
psychometric properties of the SAM on reliability, validity,
stability across samples (gender and age groups), and the ability of this self-report measure to recapitulate known age effects in AM. The results converged to indicate that the SAM is
a reliable assessment of self-perceived recollective ability.
However, validity of the SAM as a measure of AM was not
supported. Reliability, which was moderate among most subscales except for SAM-semantic, was informed by testing the
SAM’s internal consistency, latent factor structure, relationships among subscales, and gender differences. Factor analyses confirmed that three- and four-factor solutions had moderate fits, yet loadings of SAM-episodic and SAM-semantic
items on several factors urges against considering SAMepisodic and SAM-semantic as independent subscales.
SAM-semantic was associated with performance-based semantic memory in younger adults. No other associations with
performance-based laboratory measures were observed.
Critically, we examined associations between self-reported
AM on the SAM and AM recalled on the AI. In the full cohort,
the total number of episodic-like (internal) details was positively associated with all SAM subscales and total score.
However, none of these associations remained significant
when controlling for verbal output in the AI event narratives.
The SAM also related to self-reported vividness of recalled
autobiographical events, a phenomenological property of AM
that shares method variance with the SAM. Against predictions, this association was observed for SAM-episodic, SAMsemantic, and SAM-future subscales. Beyond comparisons
with memory measures, the SAM consistently covaried with
measures of personality, self-efficacy, and depressive symptoms. With respect to age comparisons, performance of the
SAM was not stable across the younger and older cohorts,
demonstrating disparate patterns of associations with other
measures. Finally, age effects on the SAM did not recapitulate
known patterns of age-related cognitive change. We review
these findings below and discuss implications for the SAM as
a measure of self-perceived recollective capacity and episodic
AM.
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Reliability and validity of the SAM

SAM-semantic

SAM-episodic

SAM-semantic showed poor internal consistency and demonstrated only a single significant association with performancebased measures of memory. SAM-semantic has been considered to be a discrete and valid measure of self-perceived capacity to recollect semantic knowledge. This assessment is
based largely on earlier reports of diverging associations between SAM-semantic and SAM-episodic scores. Coutanche
and Koch (2017) observed a marginal association between
SAM-semantic and a vocabulary measure in young adults.
Here we report that only one of three semantic tasks, a reading
task, was associated with SAM-semantic in younger adults;
no relationships were observed for older adults. SAMsemantic was positively related to episodic-like details on
the AI. No associations were observed with semantic-like
(external) details in younger adults and across the full sample.
A similarly unpredicted pattern was observed for specific subcategories of the AI: SAM-semantic showed a positive relationship with perceptual details and no relationship to semantic details. The impact of verbosity on observed associations
suggests that SAM-semantic may track narrative length more
than specific detail type. It is possible that our AI scoring
procedure, which did not distinguish between general and
personal semantics, obscured a relationship to SAM-semantic.
Updated scoring of non-episodic details has shown to be effective in distinguishing between various forms of dementia
(Strikwerda-Brown et al., 2018; Renoult et al., 2020). These
findings leave open the possibility that SAM-semantic may
correspond more to general than personal semantics.
SAM-semantic was also positively associated with selfreported vividness in younger adults and in the full sample.
Previously, vividness of autobiographical recollection has
been associated with SAM-episodic but not SAM-semantic
(Sheldon et al., 2016). Recollective properties on the ART,
such as vividness, have also shown a positive association with
SAM-semantic, although lower in magnitude compared to
that of SAM-episodic (Bernsten et al., 2019). It is unclear
whether SAM-episodic and SAM-semantic correspond to
similar or different features of AM phenomenology (i.e., vividness and narrative coherence, respectively). Nevertheless,
our findings highlight that SAM-episodic and SAMsemantic subscales likely measure overlapping capacities.
We elaborate on this point in the following section.

Overall, SAM-episodic had high internal consistency as a measure of self-perceived capacity to consciously recollect episodic details of past events, but was not a valid measure of episodic memory ability. Previously, SAM-episodic was related
to recollection, but not familiarity, of scenes in a RememberKnow recognition memory test (Palombo et al., 2013;
Rudebeck et al., 2009; Yonelinas, 2001). In the absence of a
similar relationship with SAM-semantic, and considering the
foundational role that scene construction plays in memory reinstantiation and imagination (Hassabis & Maguire, 2007), the
authors interpreted this finding as evidence that SAM-episodic
had unique overlap with objective recollection. In our results,
neither recollection nor familiarity on Remember-Know was
related to SAM-episodic. It should be noted that scene and
object recollection could not be disambiguated in the version
administered here. Others have disputed the utility of
Remember-Know paradigms as valid measures of episodic
memory (Rubin & Umanath, 2015), finding that scores associate more highly with a belief in accuracy of memory than
with a sense of reliving (Rubin et al., 2003; Rubin & Siegler,
2004). Here, SAM-episodic strongly correlated with selfefficacy in both younger and older adults, suggesting that
self-reported episodic abilities may scale more with confidence
than actual episodic memory. Our results replicated the original finding that lower SAM-episodic scores relate to a greater
frequency of depressive symptoms (Palombo et al., 2013) in
young adults. For older adults, relationships were observed
between depressive symptoms and SAM-episodic, SAM-semantic, SAM-spatial, and SAM-total scores.
For young adults on the AI, SAM-episodic was reliably
related to the subcategory of perceptual details, and this relationship persisted when controlling for verbosity. No relationships between the SAM and episodic (internal) AM details
were observed for older adults. Within the full sample,
SAM-episodic was positively related to total episodic details,
but this relationship was not significant when controlling for
verbosity on the AI. The absence of association reported here
between SAM-episodic and episodic-like AM details is consistent with earlier reports (Palombo et al., 2013; Hebscher
et al., 2018; Clark & Maguire, 2020). Notably, SAMepisodic was strongly associated with vividness, a secondary
self-report measure of AM, in younger adults and across the
entire sample. SAM-episodic has since been used to validate
the Autobiographical Recollection Test (ART), a self-report
assessment of several recollective properties including
reliving, vividness, visual imagery, scene, narrative coherence, life story relevance, and rehearsal (Berntsen et al.,
2019). Taken together, these findings provide support for the
SAM as a measure of self-perceived recollective capacity.

Relationship between SAM-episodic and SAM-semantic
Scores on SAM-episodic and SAM-semantic were highly correlated. Unlike findings from Picco et al. (2020), a three-factor
solution to the SAM was almost identical to, and slightly
exceeded, the four-factor solution. While the interrelationship
between these subscales corroborates the original validation
(Palombo et al., 2013), it is unclear from these data whether
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self-perceived recollection of episodic and semantic information should be considered dissociable capacities. Does the
shared variance reflect the interaction of episodic and semantic memory constructs or imprecise measurement?
Compelling evidence suggests that episodic and semantic
memory are not as distinct as first conceived (Tulving,
1972). Semantic memory develops early (Wheeler et al.,
1997; Newcombe et al., 2007) and provides a scaffold from
which episodic processes can emerge (see Irish & Piguet,
2013 for a review) once a sense of subjective time, self, and
autonoetic awareness have also developed (Tulving, 2002;
Martin-Ordas et al., 2014). Some degree of shared variance
between episodic and semantic memory could therefore be
expected. However, SAM-episodic and SAM-semantic both
showed scant relationships to laboratory episodic and semantic memory tasks, perhaps suggestive of imprecise measurement. Since AM has been shown to recruit different neural
resources than traditional laboratory-measured episodic and
semantic memory (Gilboa, 2004; McDermott et al., 2009),
we assessed the SAM’s ability to measure episodic and semantic AM capacities more directly with objective performance on the AI.
We predicted that SAM subscales, capturing self-reported
capacity to recollect AM, would be associated with specific
measures of AM and vividness derived from the AI. We further predicted that the strength of associations would exceed
associations with less ecologically valid, laboratory tests of
episodic memory. A large body of work suggests that more
ecologically valid tasks should augment the correlation between subjective and objective memory (Berry, West, &
Dennehey, 1989; Schmidt, Berg, & Deelman, 2001;
Sunderland, Watts, Baddeley, & Harris, 1986 as in Crumley
et al., 2014). While SAM scores were associated with both
AM and vividness, there was little evidence of specificity in
these associations. SAM-episodic and SAM-semantic were
both positively correlated with the number of episodic-like
details and self-reported vividness of retrieved autobiographical events on the AI. This suggests that differences between
self-perceived capacity to recollect episodic and semantic autobiographical information does not align with differences in
an individual’s episodic and semantic AM ability. This finding ran counter to our predictions, as the AI presently remains
a gold-standard measure of episodic and semantic AM
(Williams & Broadbent, 1986; Levine et al., 2002). As such,
covariance between these AI measures and the analogous subscales on the SAM was expected, but unsupported by our data.
An alternative prediction is that individuals recall episodic
event details using different strategies, such as visual imagery.
Failing to consider these factors may conceal more nuanced
differences in perceived versus actual recollective abilities.
Consistent with this idea, Armson and colleagues (2021) demonstrated that SAM-episodic was positively associated with
greater visually guided exploration during episodic versus

non-episodic recollection. These findings suggest that SAMepisodic captures a greater reliance on visual imagery specific
to episodic recollection. However, a similar association was
observed between visual exploration behaviors and SAMsemantic scores. It is possible that visual imagery may be a
non-specific recollective scaffold, where one builds confidence in their self-perceived recollective capacity without
indexing specific episodic and semantic features of AM.
Taken together, our findings suggest that SAM-episodic
and SAM-semantic assess self-perceived, yet domain-general,
recollection capacity. There is little evidence that these subscales assess distinct features of recollective experience as
predicted by common models of AM. Our findings underscore a critical need to revisit the mental capacities assessed
by the SAM-episodic and SAM-semantic subscales and their
relationship to individual differences in trait mnemonics
(Sheldon et al., 2016; Fan et al., 2020a, Fan et al., 2020b).
We suggest caution when interpreting these subscales as measures of distinct or independent cognitive constructs.
SAM-spatial
High internal consistency was observed for both younger and
older samples, despite two poor-performing questions.
Younger men reported higher spatial abilities than younger
women, in line with previous work on the SAM and spatial
memory (Palombo et al., 2013; see Levine et al., 2016 for a
review). Whether the absence of a gender difference in the
older sample reflects less of a disparity in objective spatial
memory with age is unclear: some studies report a persistent
gender gap into older age (León et al., 2016) while others
report decline of a male advantage for spatial memory into
later life (Lacreuse et al., 1999).
SAM-spatial has consistently shown correspondence to objective performance in spatial tasks, but a reliable association
to spatial AM has yet to emerge. Although here we did not
identify relationships with performance-based composite
measures, SAM-spatial displayed a significant relationship
with a single visuospatial measure in older adults. SAMspatial has shown predictive validity for spatial navigation in
cohorts of younger adults (Clark & Maguire, 2020; Selarka
et al., 2019). Unlike SAM-episodic and SAM-semantic subscales, SAM scores of perceived spatial recollective capacity
may adhere to visuospatial abilities, and the association may
persist across the adult lifespan. Recent work provides further
evidence for this idea. SAM-spatial scores were related to
individual differences in spatial imagery across the adult
lifespan (Fan et al., 2020b), consistent with the observed association with place features of AM (Palombo et al., 2013).
While these studies suggest that SAM-spatial demonstrates
the strongest association between perceived and actual ability
of all the subscales, it is important to note that scaling by
verbosity eliminated relationships with AM in our data.
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Further, SAM-spatial was unrelated to AM vividness in our
samples. Vividness may be independent of individual differences in perceived capacity for spatial recollection. Of note,
Clark and Maguire (2020) observed an association between
self-reported vividness on the AI and SAM-spatial in younger
adults. It is likely that Clark and Maguire’s larger sample of
younger adults had more predictive power to detect an association that we observed only as trending in younger adults.
SAM-spatial was unrelated to vividness in older adults or the
full sample. It may be that visual and spatial imagery decouple
with age, but we do not directly test that here.
Together, these findings suggest that SAM-spatial has predictive validity with respect to spatial tasks and spatial imagery, but not spatial AM. However, isolating spatial aspects of
AM using the AI is particularly challenging. It is difficult to
reliably demarcate spatial from more salient sensory details in
everyday experiences. In addition, the prominence of
landmark-based place details on the AI pertains to the items
on SAM-spatial with the least internal consistency, potentially
denigrating associations with SAM-spatial. Further validation
testing with specific narrative prompts could be carried out for
a more precise evaluation of SAM-spatial.

SAM-future
Our data suggest that the SAM-future subscale had excellent reliability. Older women rated their abilities higher
than older men. Related work has failed to find behavioral
evidence for gender differences in other mentalizing abilities such as creativity or divergent thinking (Reese et al.,
2001; Abraham et al., 2014), but less is known about
future thinking. Women do tend to perform better than
men on episodic memory tasks and recount their memories with greater episodic specificity during AM interviews (Herlitz & Rehnman, 2008; Pillemer et al., 2003;
Asperholm et al., 2019). This is posited to relate to
women’s better memory for vocabulary and abstract items
that exist along the verbal–spatial continuum, such as
faces, and perhaps even the future. While speculative,
we suggest that these gender differences may be accentuated in older adulthood, where individuals have a larger
repertoire of memories on which to draw and repurpose
for imagining future events.
We were unable to assess the validity of the SAM-future
subscale vis-à-vis performance measures of future thinking, as
we did not include objective measures of future thinking,
prospection, or imagination. Further, as the AI did not include
a future thinking prompt, validation with a measure of AM
was limited. Future validation work involving this subscale of
the SAM would benefit from the implementation of the proposed adaptations to the AI, emphasizing future-oriented
thinking (Addis et al., 2007).

SAM-total
SAM-total demonstrated excellent reliability, but there was no
evidence supporting its validity as a global measure with respect to objective memory. Significant SAM-total relationships with AM were observed for total number of episodiclike details; however, this association was eliminated when
controlling for verbosity. SAM-total was also associated with
self-reported vividness on the AI, both in younger adults and
across the full sample. As a summative score of the four subscales, SAM-total presumably represents an overall rating of
self-perceived recollection capacity (Palombo et al., 2013).
However, given the failure to find any associations with
performance-based measures of memory, SAM-total cannot
be considered a valid measure of AM. Further, given the lack
of association between SAM-total scores and the cognitive
measures implemented here, caution is warranted in using
the SAM as an assay of cognitive abilities more generally.
Stability in different samples
Early validation studies of the SAM suggested it was a valid
trait-like measure of autobiographical recollection (Palombo
et al., 2013). A valid trait or individual differences measure
should be unaffected by group assignment. This criterion generally held for internal consistency, latent factor structure, and
associations with performance-based measures of memory
and cognition across our two age groups. However, significant
age differences emerged in associations between SAM scores
and other self-report measures. More associations between
SAM scores and personality, social cognition, and depressive
indices were observed for older versus younger adults.
Consistent with this idea, personality, self-efficacy, and depressive symptoms have been found to be more strongly correlated with subjective memory than objective memory and
general cognitive function in older adults (Bandura, 1989;
Perrig-Chiello, et al., 2000; Snitz et al., 2015; Herreen &
Zajac, 2017). Yet a highly similar pattern of SAM associations
with personality and social cognition emerged when pooling
both samples and controlling for age and gender. Controlling
for age when relating subjective memory abilities on the SAM
to other self-report measures, such as personality, may underestimate or inflate observed effects.
These findings suggest mixed performance of the SAM
across cohorts, but the SAM’s relationship to AM was notably
stable. We review the associations with AM, elaborate on agegroup effects, and discuss their implications below.
Replication of age effects on memory
A core motivation for the study was to investigate the validity
of the SAM as a measure of AM. As we know that AM
undergoes a fundamental transition with age (Levine et al.
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2002), we reasoned that these differences would be reflected
in age differences across the SAM subscales. We leveraged
our well-powered samples of younger and older adults with
SAM, episodic memory, semantic memory, and AM data to
inspect whether we could replicate well-known age group
differences using the SAM. Specifically, we tested whether
we could reproduce age-related decreases in episodic memory
or episodic-like AM recall and increases in semantic memory
or semantic-like AM recall (e.g., Park & Reuter-Lorenz, 2009;
Levine et al., 2002) in the SAM. We did not find any age
group difference in SAM-episodic or SAM-semantic; rather,
older adults endorsed greater spatial abilities than younger
adults. SAM-spatial has previously shown high predictive validity with navigation tasks (Clark & Maguire, 2020; Selarka
et al., 2019), in which younger adults tend to outperform older
adults (e.g., Moffat et al., 2001). Our findings could not be
attributed to sample-specific properties, since performancebased measures of episodic, semantic, and AM revealed group
differences in the expected directions. A group difference specific to SAM-spatial also rules out the possibility that older
adults simply show overconfidence when rating their memory
abilities (Dodson et al., 2007; Toth et al., 2011). Older adults
do retain exceptional navigation for highly familiar environments (Rosenbaum et al., 2012), and could be drawing on
preserved semantic memory to recall highly rehearsed spatial
maps when rating spatial memory abilities. Indeed, agerelated navigation decrements are often self-reported in the
context of unfamiliar routes and places (Burns, 1999;
Moffat, 2009). As discussed above, it is possible that SAMspatial measures distinct features of spatial memory in different populations, especially if individuals reflect on abilities
maintained rather than lost, to appraise their memories. A
further possibility is that older adults, despite objective declines in AM, retain specific phenomenological aspects of
AM. Alzheimer’s disease patients, who show a greater discrepancy between objective and subjective AM than healthy
older adults (El Haj & Antoine, 2017), are still able to experience emotionality and salience of AM despite loss of other
recollective features (El Haj et al., 2016). In a similar manner,
normally aging older adults may demonstrate preferential retention of spatial imagery. Conversely, older adults may simply overestimate spatial abilities more than other memory abilities (West et al., 2002).
Pooling data from both age groups and controlling for age,
we would predict a reduction in the influence of latent agerelated variables, thereby maximizing our power to detect reliable associations with performance-based memory measures. However, across the full sample, no significant associations were observed. All SAM subscales showed a positive
relationship with the total number of episodic-like details on
the AI. However, these were eliminated when controlling for
verbosity in autobiographical narratives, measured as proportion or density scores. The importance of controlling for

verbosity is corroborated by SAM associations with word
count, total details, and self-reported extraversion and selfefficacy (Table S7). Here too, self-reported AM vividness
was positively related to all SAM subscales except SAMspatial.
In sum, the prediction that SAM is a valid measure of AM
was not supported. Our data do demonstrate that the SAM
may measure general recollective capacity more than discrete
aspects of re-experiencing.

SAM as a measure of cognitive health: Assessing
mental imagery and vividness
The lack of association between perceived ability and performance, as observed here for the SAM and performance-based
memory measures, is pervasive across the psychological sciences. The disparity may be explained by the dynamic interplay of self-efficacy and monitoring (National Research
Council, 1994; Moores et al., 2006; Bernacki et al., 2014) or
poor reliability of performance-based tasks (Dang et al.,
2020). Self-perceptions of memory ability nevertheless remain an important indicator of cognitive health. Subjective
memory complaint is a critical risk factor for cognitive decline
(Schmand et al., 1996; Schofield et al., 1997; Steinberg et al.,
2013; Mitchell et al., 2014), often preceding amnestic mild
cognitive impairment, an early stage of Alzheimer’s disease
(e.g., Buckley et al., 2016; Neto & Nitrini, 2016; Norton et al.,
2017). For this reason, many instruments have already been
devised including the Memory Functioning Questionnaire
(Gilewski & Zelinski, 1988; Gilewski et al., 1990), Memory
Assessment Clinics Self-Rating Scale (Crook & Larrabee,
1990; Crook et al., 1992), Memory Self-Efficacy
Questionnaire (Berry et al., 1989), Spatial Self-Efficacy
Questionnaire (West et al., 2002), Metamemory in
Adulthood Questionnaire (Dixon & Hultsch, 1983a, 1983b),
Memory Controllability Inventory (Lachman et al., 1995), and
Personal Beliefs About Memory Inventory (Lineweaver &
Hertzog, 1998). Much of this work has focused on episodic
memory, and not AM, showing small but reliable relationships to traditional laboratory episodic memory tasks
(Beaudouin & Desrichard, 2011; Crumley et al., 2014:
Hertzog & Pearman, 2014). Yet impaired senses of visual
imagery and re-experiencing are also characteristic symptoms
of amnesia (Rubin & Umanath, 2015). Memory complaints
paired with imagery degradation may be an early marker of
dementia (El Haj et al., 2016). In this context, the SAM, as
another self-reported measure of perceived recollective capacity, may serve as a marker of cognitive health.
Since reports of impoverished memory recollection cannot
be verified as accurate, a sense of re-experiencing may serve
as an approximation. Even if the SAM does not track with
memory per se, it could show promise as a diagnostic tool in
its relationship to AM vividness. Leading theories suggest that
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AM is supported by scene construction via the hippocampus
(Ranganath & Ritchey, 2012) and requires an accompanying
sense of re-experiencing, or vividness (Hassabis & Maguire,
2007; Maguire & Mullally, 2013). During mental elaboration
of AMs, brain activity in the hippocampus was found to track
subjective vividness whereas brain activity in lateral temporal
and parietal regions tracked greater quality of objective episodic recollection (Thakral et al., 2020). Vividness, by way of
the hippocampus, may therefore signal the availability of episodic traces located in other parts of cortex (D’Angiulli et al.,
2013; Moscovitch et al., 2005). A sense of mental visual imagery, in contrast, may not be necessary for remembering, but
has been shown to be highly correlated with ratings of vividness (Rubin et al., 2003; Rubin & Umanath, 2015; Clark &
Maguire, 2020). Both imagery and vividness appear to be
constructs tapped by the SAM.

Vividness
In terms of a more direct link to AM, vividness has previously
been shown to positively scale with SAM-episodic but not
SAM-semantic (Sheldon et al., 2016). This prompted authors
to explore the divergent functional connectivity patterns associated with “perceptual” and “conceptual” trait mnemonics.
Our own results indicate that vividness relates to SAMepisodic and SAM-semantic, as well as SAM-future and
SAM-total. Recently Fan et al. (2020a) related SAMepisodic to age and cognitive function in a large sample of
older adults and explained their findings in terms of memory
strategies related to vividness. However, as reviewed above,
such an interpretation is problematic given the low reliability
of the SAM-semantic subscale, unclear distinction between
SAM-episodic and SAM-semantic, and validity concerns
raised by the findings reported here.

Imagery

Self-perceived memory ability may not be a trait
Individuals with severely deficient AM often report an
impoverished sense of mental imagery, or aphantasia, accompanied by a specific difficulty for tasks that draw on visual
memory. These individuals show less engagement of brain
areas involved in AM while remembering, although remembering itself is not significantly impaired (Palombo et al.,
2015). Critically, they demonstrate lower SAM-episodic
scores than controls (Sheldon et al., 2016). More recent work
with aphantastic individuals has also demonstrated lower
SAM-future and SAM-semantic scores (Dawes et al., 2020).
Individuals with highly superior AM display higher SAMepisodic scores than controls (Sheldon et al., 2016).
Together, these cases suggest that the SAM may capture aspects of imagery associated with AM. Indeed, both SAMepisodic and SAM-future predict imagery ability on an objective scene construction task, albeit not as reliably as other selfreport vividness questionnaires (Clark & Maguire, 2020).
Accumulating evidence suggests that SAM-episodic and
SAM-spatial may relate to distinct aspects of imagery specific
to objects and spatial relationships, respectively (Fan et al.,
2020b). As previously mentioned, SAM-spatial predicts performance on spatial navigation tasks but not imagery tasks
(Clark & Maguire, 2020). Moreover, spatial imagery, as measured on the Object-Spatial Imagery and Verbal Questionnaire
Spatial subscale, also reliably predicted navigation performance. This is noteworthy since object and spatial imagery
have been shown to differentially contribute to phenomenological aspects of AM and mental reconstruction of events
(Aydin, 2018). In fact, Alzheimer’s disease patients have
shown impairments in spatial imagery with preserved object
imagery and AM (El Haj et al., 2019). Although the SAM was
designed to measure episodic, semantic, spatial, and future
aspects of AM, it may instead capture distinct aspects of
AM imagery.

There is little evidence to support that memory appraisal is a
stable trait. Higher correlations between subjective and objective memory have been observed in older adults compared to
younger adults (Parisi et al., 2012; Crumley et al., 2014), and
are thought to be linked to higher education or greater insight
into memory abilities (Zelinski et al., 2001; Crumley et al.,
2014). While education was not related to the SAM in our
results, these findings suggest that the correspondence between perceived and actual abilities is dynamic, rather than
trait-like. Indeed, changes to subjective memory are more robustly predictive of changes to performance on memory tasks
(Snitz et al., 2015). The updating of beliefs, which necessitates
data from multiple time points, lays the foundation for the
most predictive models of learning outcomes (e.g., Higashi
et al., 2019) and plays an integral role in successful forecasting
(Mellers et al., 2015). Although subjective memory is correlated with trait personality, if memory changes over time, it
follows that self-perceived memory and mnemonics
(Bouazzaoui et al., 2010) should change accordingly.
Changes perceived as drastic, such as with subjective memory
complaints, are extremely useful to detect cognitive impairment. Given the SAM’s ease of administration, researchers
may learn more about individual differences in autobiographical mnemonics with data from multiple time points. A critical
first step in this direction would be to determine test-retest
reliability of the SAM in future psychometric assessments.

Scoring
The SAM is scored based on a multiple correspondence analysis used in the SAM’s conception. Here we replicated all
results obtained with the multivariate weighting procedure
using an easy-to-calculate average of the Likert scores
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(respecting reverse scoring). Recent work used similar average scores, which implies that the weighted scoring scheme
may be unnecessary (Fan et al., 2020b). Proprietary scoring
can impede the thorough examination needed for the SAM to
provide meaningful insights into how the sense of remembering impacts cognition.

Conclusion
The SAM demonstrated reliability as a self-report measure of
perceived recollective capacity. However, assessing psychometric validity in the measurement of this construct is challenging, and validation with observable memory performance
is a matter of debate. Consistent with earlier reports, our findings suggest that SAM subscale scores may reflect phenomenological aspects of autobiographical recall, and vividness
specifically. However, we observed the most robust associations between SAM scores and a measure of self-efficacy,
suggesting that the SAM may more reliably index confidence
in domain-general self-report abilities. Critically, our findings
demonstrate that the SAM is not a psychometrically valid
measure of trait mnemonics as assessed with widely used
performance-based memory measures. Scores on SAMepisodic and SAM-semantic subscales should not be
interpreted as independent or specific, which stands in contrast
to how these constructs are considered under standard models
of declarative memory. Based on our findings, and in agreement with previous research (Clark & Maguire, 2020), we
urge caution in the use of the SAM as a measure of AM
pending revision and further psychometric validation.
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